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In this article we determine the maximum number of arcs of a stiong digraph of order n, 
without a cycle of length at leaqt n-k, for n a k* + 2k + 5; thus we partially solve a conjecture 
I;f Bermond, Germa, Heydemann and Sotteau. 
We give a conjecture concerning the maximum number of arcs of a strong digraph of order n, 
o”i’ minimum half-degree r, without a cycle of length at least n-k, for large n. We prove it for 
T’2, k--l or k-22, 
In this article we are interest& in the number of arcs sufficient to insure that ai 
str0n.q digraph contains a cycle of length at least 2 where I is a f&d integer. 
We will use standard terminology. (For example, see [3].) Without other 
specifkations I? denotes a digraph of order n with set of vertices V(D) and set of 
arcs E(D). We will often use the same notation to denote a digraph and its set of 
vertices. 
If x is a vertex of D and A a subdigraph of B, we dense by 
-D--x the subdigraph obtained from D by deleting the vertex X, 
- A. +x the subdigraph induced by V(A) U(x), 
-d*(x) the degree of the vertex n in A, if x belongs to V(A), 
- S(x) the minimum half-degree of the vertex x in D, 
-8,&x) the minimum half-degree of the vertex x in A, if x belongs to V(A), 
-6(A) the xninimwm half-degrt:d of the digraph A. 
If A and B are subdigraphs of D, then ale denote 
E(A +B 23)=((x,y),=A,y~B), 
E(A, B) = E(A + B) U E.(B --i A). 
All the cycles we consider are elemenaary. A cycle of kngth at lezt c’ is denoted 
by G+ 
In [3], Bermond and Thomassen give a survey of the results obtained concem- 
ing the determination of the minimum number of arcs guaranteeing a cycle 01 
length 1 or at least I in a digraph (where 1 is a given integer). 
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For geneml digraphs the problem is aomplet&y solved by the results of 
Haggkvkt and Thomassen [4], and Lewin [g] which imply the following theorem: 
g(n, Z)=&z(n-1)+&n-r)(Z-2)+&-l) 
whete n=q(Z-l)+r, OSr<Z-1. 
Fwthermore the digraphs with g(n, I) arcs and no cycle of length I are 
l characterized for I a4 in [45 They do not contain any cycle of length at least 1. 
For strong antisymme_tic digraphs the same problem is solved by Heydemann [6]. 
For strong &graphs +nd$ cycle of length exactly Z, it is essentially settled by 
Ikggkvist and Thomassen rr4n. 
soitmai$yl+la+s the cake of. strong digraphs and cycles of length at least 
Z, Z ~3. In [2], Bermond et al. give the following conjecture we partially solve in 
Section 2: 
w l.2. Let D be a strong digraph of order n, It an integer, I a3. Then D 
contains a cycle of length at least 2 if 
(i) fol; Zens2E-4, IE(D)(>Y(n,Z)=(Z-l)n-22+4, 
(ii) fox n s 2114$ IE(D)~ > 4(a Z), 
whmz !P’ttt, I) and 4(n, Z) are respectively the number of arcs of the digraphs 
D&z, 1, 1) and D2(n, I) -bed below. 
Let n, Z, r be integers such that ral, 3GZen and, for rS, 2r+2gZ. 
D&I, Z, r) is the follovktg strong digraph. Its vertex set consists of two disjoint 
sets A ti?d B with IAi=Z-r-l, /Bl=n-Z-tr+l. Let A’ be a subset of A of 
cardinali~ c ahe arcs of D&r, Z, r) are all the mible arc&side -& all the arcs 
from A to B and from B to A’. Then this digraph mnt&ns no cycle of length at 
least Z and has minimum half-degree r. 
_ ‘~.Z,q,sbeintegerssucgthatn=q(Z.-2;+J-1~,O~s<Z~2.D*(~Z)isthe A&. 
following strong digraph of order n. The vrertex SQ o~nsists of the disjoint union 
ofZ-2setsX (i=l,..., 2-2~,sofwhich.areo~~~~aiityq+landZ-2-sof 
cardinality q, plus one extra vertex z. The; arcs of .&(n, I) are all the arcs of the 
form (IC, Y) with x E X, y E Xi, i <i and all the posGble arcs incident with Z. Then 
D&r, I) contains no cycle of length at least 1. 
Note that, in view of thq digraphs D&t, 1,l) and D&Z, I), Conjecture 1.2, if 
true, is best possible, It has been proved for 1 = IZ by Lewin [8] and for Z = n - 1 in 
[2] Also EIeydemann showed [5] th& if it is true for n ,S2Z - 4, then it is true for 
any & ard conse&entl~ tl,t it is true for Z G 5. So ‘it remains to prove it for long 
cycles. In view of this, in the following we consider cycles of length n - k, where k 
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is small comparing to n. With this notation, Conjecture 1.2 would be a consequ- 
en@ of: 
coal- 1.3. Let D be a strong digraph of order II, k an integer, k B 2, with 
n a 2k + 4 and JE(D)I 3 n” - (k + 3)n + 2k + 5, then D contains a cycle of length at 
least n-k. 
In Section 2 we prove Conjecture I.3 for n*k2+2k+4 if ka3 and nM3 if 
k = 2; we describe the extremal digraphs and give related results for the existence 
of paths. 
In Section 3 we are interested in determining the maximum number of arcs of a 
strong digraph of order n with, in addition, minimum half-degree r, without cycle 
of length at least n - k. The hamiltonian case k = 0 is solved in [1] by Amar et al. 
who proved the following: 
Theorem 1.4 ([ln. Let D be a digraph of or&r n, with minimum half-degree r and 
at least n*-(r + 2)n + (I + l)*+ 1 arcs, then D is hamiltonian. 
Note that for n a 2r + 2 this theorem is best possible for strong &graphs in view 
of the digraph D&z, n, r) and even for the existence of cycles of length at least 
n-r in view of the digraph consisting of two disjoint complete digraphs on 
respectively n - r - 1 and r + 1 vertices and all the arcs between them in only one 
way. 
We suggest a conjecture generalizing Conjecture 1.3 and prove it for cycles of 
length at least n -1 and n-2 in digraphs of minimum half degree at least 2, 
For our proofs we also need the following results: 
Theorem 1.5 ([lD. L,et D be a digraph of order n with minimum half-degree at 
least r and with at lawf n* -(I + 1)n + r(r+ 1) + 1 arcs, then D is hamilton- 
connected. 
T’k~rem 1.6 ([2,8]). Let .D be a digraph of order n and with at leaqt n2 - 2n + 2 
ants, then D is hamilton-connected, except if IE(D)I = n2-2n + 2 and D is 
isomorphic to a complete digraph Kz_, on (n - 1) vetices plus one extra uenex 
joined in both ways to one ,uertex of the Kz_, and in the some way to all the other 
vertices of it. 
w 1.7 ([2D. Let D be a digraph of order n and u a vertex of D ,ruch that 
d [w) B n + 1 arid D - u is hlamilton-connected, then D is ham&on-czonnected. 
Lemma l.8 (for example [?!I). Let D be a strong digraph and C cl cycle in D of 
maximum length 1. Then for every vertex x zaot befonging to C, (E(.G C)l s 1. 
’ I 
(E(j5)pn2-(k +3,.. *-.- . .) 
then D contains a0 cycb of bgth at least n-k, except if @(D)l= 
n*-(k+3)n+Zk+4, ati D is ~SO~Q~ to tie digraph DI(n, n-k, 1) &cr&e~ 
in Sd4m 1. 
l!mof. We suppose &at D veriQrthe hypothesis of tie theorem and that D does 
not contain a Can+. We will show that D is isom&phic to Dl(n, n - k, 1). 
Rmmrk Z.2. D does not contain a subdigraph L)k+l on n - k - 1 vertices which is 
hami&~n+ouuected, In eed, .if it did, n+l would contaiu a cut vertex of D since 
D is strong tid dml hoi contain a. C~,,+. B&t ‘then &e would get _ 
IE(D)lc(n-k-l)(n-k-2j+(k+2)(k+l), 
which cont.&i&s the hypothesis on IE(D)I, as cara be seen by a simple calculation. 
We shall &st show, by i~nductiou np, 26 p JG k + 1, that, if D does not contain 
acyclP,oflengthat~~n-p+l,~~ntainspvertices.rl,x*,...,Xps~~~at 
IE(Dp)lWn -p)‘-(k-p+3)In-p)+G, 
wlwm DpD-&x~,..., xp$ aud cp = p(p-l)-(2k+3)(p-2)-2. 
“I&s property is true for p =:2. Gdeed if D does not coutain-tr Cm+ D is not 
hamiltonian and then, by Meyniel’s theorem [9], there exist two non-adjacent 
vertices xl and G such @at &1)+d(XZ)~2n--2. By hypothesis Cl) we get 
(E(D~\~(PF~)*-(~-+-~)~P-~). 
Let us assume the prqerty true for some p, 26pek. 
h :-a have 8(D,)~k-p+2, since we assume n*k2+2k+4, an(d then na 
k*+ 2k - p + 6, by (2), we get 
IE(DP)l~(n-p)2-(k-pC4)(n-p)+(k--p+3)2+ 1, 
which implies, by Theorem 1.4, that Dp is ham&&n aqd thus D contains a 
c m--p* 
So, if D does not contain a Can_+, there existi a vertex %+1 iu Dp such that 
J%&J+3rXr -p+ 1, so that &&&.,+& s n - 2p -L k. Since 
IE(D,jl-n‘~~p-k, by (2) we get 
(E(D,+,)l a 
So, by induction, if D does not contain a Can_+ D contains k + 1 vertices 
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Xl, x2, . . . , kk+l such that 
IE(I&+l)l~(n-k-1)2-2(n-k-1)-k2+1. 
Notice that, moreover, we can precise that, for every p, 2q s k, 
(3) 
&&,+,)sn-2p+k. (4). 
From Remark 2.2. a+1 is not hamilton-connected. This implies the following 
consequence: 
By Theorem 1.5 with t = 2, since n 2 k*+ k +7, there exists a vertex xk+2 such 
that b+,(q+Js 1, so that 
~~+,(xk+2)~~-+--1, (5) 
and by (3), 
(E(Q++(n--k-2)*--(n-k-2)-k*-1, 
(where Q+z=a+l-xk+p). Using nak2+k+6, we set 
IE(I&+&(n-k-2)*--2(n-k-2)+3, 
and, by ‘Ikorem 1.6, Q+z is h~amilton-connected. 
Notice also that, for every vertex y in Q+2, because of &Jy) ~2(n - k - 3), 
we have 
and, with nsk2+k+7, 
which implies by Theorem 1.6. that l&+2- y is hamilton-connected. 
By (1) we have 
lE(W-E(q,++n2- (ki-3)n+Zk+4-(n-k-2)(n-k73) 
so that (E(D)-~(~+&(k+2)(n-k-1). 
Then to complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, it stices to apply the following 
proposition with H = E)k+2. 
PNBPO&&~. Let D be a strong &graph with m + p uetices containing a subdigvaph 
H on p vertices such that H is hamihon-connected, H- x is hamilton-connected for 
each vertex of H, H+ y is not hamilton-connected for any y in D-H, lE+!D) - 
E(H)1 B m(p f 1), and 2 s m s (p -t- 2)/2. 
Then D has a Cap+2 unless D is of type D,(m + p, p + 2,l) (except that I$ need 
not be compzete). I 
mf. It is not very dil5cult to verify the proposition if D -H is a stable set or if 
m = 2; we leave this to the reader. We now use induction on pn ; assume 212 3. 
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~~~~apathora~~exlx2’*.Jc, whercq,4,%~,%~r...,Xq_l~inD-~ 
and xl and ~c(r a e in H. We must have x1 = xs (otherwise we have a C,P+2 since H 
is ham&on-connected). 
If there b.o~~~one q~:&pn! s~~.to.&-cq, then ,j&~,_##)1+3~ so-that 
d(x&z3+2m49p+i s&x 2mSp+2; but then we can apply the inducticm 
&hi D’ =D-x2, IS’= H The same applies to xq+. I 
Sq we fan 4hswm#W.lelr~xx c4mtahtsvo distinct vertices yl, y2, with (x2, yJ 
and (yz, x& in E(D). It is now easy to get a Cp+a using the assu.;ption that 
Ii-x1 is hamil@n_conne@ed, 0 
m The conditions on n in Theorem 2.1 can be relaxed if we assume that 
D coataim more arcs. 
By the same method as in the proof of Theorem 2.1, we can get 
a 2.3. Let D be a ~troprg dimaph of Q&Y PI, n a2k +4, with [E(D)[a 
n2-(k+3)n+(k+2)‘, then D contains a cycle of &ngth al leas8 n-k. 
Note that this theorem only gives something new compared to the theorem of 
[4] (which ensures a cycle of length *ex&ly n - k) if n P (k + 2)(k + 3)/2. 
‘I%e problem of finding the maximum number of arcs of a (strong or not) 
digraph without a path of a g&n length is studied in [2] where conjectures are 
,given and related to Conjecture 1.2. So as a corollary of Theorem 2.1 we obtain 
the following theorem which is best possible: 
‘lb- 2.4. Let D he a digrqph of order n, k a2 an integer such that n 3 12 for 
k=2andngkZ+2k+3fwka3.1f lE(D)IMn-B)(n-k-l) thenDcontainsa 
path of bgth n - k except if D is isomorphic to the digraph composed of CL complete 
digraph K&_1 on w- k-l~andGstablesetSk+lonk+lverticesandall 
the possible arcs from #&l to &_I. 
The strong digraph DJn, l, r) defined in Sectk~r 1 has n vertices, minimum 
half-degree r, and does not contain a cwle cif len,(?th at least 1. 
As IEn the case cnf tinjecture 1.2, we bow anotkr family of digraphs with the 
same properties as D1(n, I, r). In order to describe these new digraphs D&, I, r), 
letusde~es,t,q,pbytheeuclidiandivisions: b-I-r=ssr+twi&U~t<rand 
n-r-t=q+p with OS~CS. The digraph D&,I,t) is the unioh of s+-t+l 
disjoint sets K, A1, A2,. . . r A+, whelk K is a complete subdigraph on r vertices, 
~~esetsA&G~s,arestablesets,pofwhi~~eofca&&lityq+lands-p 
are of CrgdinaUy q, the sets 4, s + 1 s i G s + t are reduced to a single vertex and 
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D&I, I, T) contains all the arcs of the form (x, y) with x E Ai, y E Ai, i <j, and all 
the possible arcs incident with the vertices of K. 
The digraph D&r, I, r) has more arcs than D&I, I, r) for n sufficiently large if I 
and I are fixed, that is for small cycles. In view of this we have the following 
conjecture: 
msftore 3.2 Let k and r be integers, r B 1. There exists a function f( k, r) such 
that, if D is a strong digraph or order n, n af(k, r), with minimum half-degree at 
least r and more than n2-(k+t+2)n+(k+r+l)(r+l)+l=\E(D,(n, n-k, P)I 
_I then D contains a cycle of length at least n - k. 
The cases in which this conjecture has been previously settled are: 
&se k = 0, any r 2 1. Theorem 3.4 [ 11, with f(0, r) = 0 (for r S&I., by Ghouila- 
Houri’s theorem [3, p. 33 the condition on the number of arcs can be omitted). 
Case t=l. 
- k = 0: Imvin [S-j, f(0, 1) = 0. 
- k = 1: Rermond et al. [2], f(1, 1) = 6. 
- ka2: Theorem 2.1 if nak’+2k +4, Conjecture 1.2 with f(k, 1) = 2k +4. 
- k,= 1: Theorem 3.2 below, fCl,2) = 0. 
- k = 2: Theorem 3.3 below foi* n s 15; 
Theorem 3.2. Let D be a strong dipxqh of order n with minimum ha&degree at 
Ieast 2 and at least n2 -5n + 13 arcs, then D contains a cycle of length at least 
n-l. 
Fmok We shah assume n 2 5, since, for n ~4, the digraph D is hamiltonian 
because of the condition fi(D)>c 2. 
We first consider two special cases. 
Case 1: D contains a vertex x of degree 4. Then 
IE(ib-x)jan2- Sn+9=(n -l)2-3(n-1)+5. 
Since a(D-X) 3 1, by Theorem 1.4, D-x is hamiltonian and the theorem is 
proved. So we can assume that for every vertex X, d(x)25 
Case 2: D contains an induced subdigraph D’ with n -2 vertices which is 
hamilton-connected. In this case D cbes not contain a Can_1 only if D’ contains a 
cut-vertex, so that we get 
which con’sadicts the hypothesis. 
We now assume that we are not in Case 2” 
206 .t?. 
eaSe A: D2 is not strong. Then D2 contains B C,,._s plus a vertex x3 with 
d&&G ri - 3-%ilK$ .titit,l cmS‘o% genw dl the ‘an% fctcm x3 to -& * EBp3c3. 
T&B, s &(x&*-2< D Z&-S the arCrr-(Xj,, j~d and- (x~Js). 8t111, asD is str0ng 
there exists at- least ane arc fiarn D3 t0 -x4, and I!r0rn D3 to x2.. But #3(D3)( a 
(n-3)*-2(rr-3)+3. sr, b y. ae0rem:lt6,D~+s hamilt0n-connected. And-there* T 
iare, D 0bvi0usQ con&ins a Can_1 exf:ept if IJ-(x,) no, = 
r-(s) no,njr-t~)nD3; b@t in this last Tease, using the fact that d(z3)b 5 and 
d(lr;& a,5 it 4s agah ewy ,to ii&a TC~_~: s 
CbseB: D2isstmng. Then,.byThe0rem 1.4,as(E(D2)1~+-2)~-3(n-2)+5, 
D2 is ham&&an. ABs;uIIIR D d0es not c0ntain a can+. By Lemma 1.8, we have 
d(q) 6 n -2 and d(G) s n -2. Sa, as r)2 is not hami#t0naect& by Case 2, by 
Theorem 1.5 there exists a vertex x3 with &(x~) S I. ,l$is implies &&3)G n -2 
and there exists an arc in D -D3 incident with x3, for example, (xl, x3). But &I 
there exist at least three arcs between each of xl, x2 and x:1 and D3, and at 1-t 
one in each directian, ‘IINS it is easy to find a cycle 0f IGXIQ#I n - 1 by considering 
ah the possible cases, Cl 
TLsoRerrr 33, Let D be a stmng d&mph of order n, n B 15, with minimum half 
degree at least 2 and at least n*- 6n + 16 arcs, then D contains a cycle of length at 
kust n-2. 
l%o!f. We on& skaich it since its idea is mainly the same as that of Theorem 3.2, 
alth0u,gh it is more mmpticated *and longer, We consider different cases assuming 
in case i tht vve are not in case j for j less than i. 
Case 1: D contains avertex of degree at most 5. Then by separating the cases 
where D-X is not strong and D--x is strong we can show that D contains a 
C ,n_* z-- we can assume that for every vertex x, d(xj24. 
tie 2: D contains two vertices x and y with d(x)+ d(y) s 15. Then 
lE(D-x-yj11~(n-2)*-2(n-2)-7 and it is easy to see that D contains aCanm2. 
So we can asstune that far every pair of ve+es x, y, d(x) + d(y) a 16. 
Case 3: D coatiains an induced $&dig&p% D’ with n -3 vertices which is 
hamih0n c0~ected. “f’hen, D dsesn’t c0nt&n a Cjm_2 only if D’ contains a cut 
vertex of D which contradilcts the hypothesc 0n the number of arcs of D. So we 
-31~3 that we are not in Case 3, I 
&se 4: D mntains an induced sub&graph D’ with n-4 vertices which is 
harnilt0n-~nnected. We successively consid& the ca&es where D - D’ is a stable 
set, c0r ltlains a cycle of length 2, a cycle of length ~3, no cycle. We show in each 
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case thrt D always contain a Czn_2 otherwise we get a contradiction with the 
hypothe&. So we assume that we are not in Case 4. 
Case 5: D contains a vertex x of degree at most n - 5. Since we are not in Case 
4 we show directly that D contains a Csm_.+ 
Case 6: Every vertex has degree at least n - 4 (and then at least 11 since 
n s 16). By Meyniel’s theorem there exist two vertices xl and x2 such that 
IE(D-x1 -xJ*(n -2)2-4( n - 2) + 6. We consider successively the cases where 
D is strong or D is not strong. Since we are not in Case 4 we show directly that D 
contains a CaR_2 or an induced subdigraph D’ with n -5 vertices and at least 
(n - 5)(n -6) - 3 arcs, such that D - D’ is not a stable set. We consider several 
cases depending on the length of a longest cycle and of a longest path in D - D’. 
In each case we get that D contains a Can_2. 13 
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